
-----Original Message----- 
From: susie ray < >  
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2021 1:16 PM 
To: Erin Walters <EWalters@losgatosca.gov> 
Subject: Marchmont 

EXTERNAL SENDER 

Dear Ms. Walters, 

I live on Englewood Avenue, right near Marchmont Drive. I have seen the story poles and the house 
plans for 16529 Marchmont Drive and I think the proposed addition fits in very well with the 
neighborhood. I have lived on Englewood Avenue for many years, in that time I have seen several homes 
in our neighborhood build two story additions and in many cases much larger than this proposal. In 
conclusion, I am in support of the proposed plan and think it will be a great addition to our 
neighborhood. 

Regards, 
Susie Boyd 

EXHIBIT 16



From: Jennifer Shapiro < > 
Sent: Saturday, December 04, 2021 3:03 PM 
To: Erin Walters <EWalters@losgatosca.gov> 
Subject: 16529 Marchmont Drive, Los Gatos 

EXTERNAL SENDER 
Dear Erin, 

As a homeowner on Marchmont Drive, I am writing you in support of the building plans for Mary and Brendon 

Cassidy at 16529 Marchmont Drive.  I looked at the poles and the sign with the plans, and I believe the new plans 

will blend well with the other homes on our street as there are already other two story homes on our street.  I support 

the town's approval of the Cassidy's renovations. 

Thank you for taking my comments into consideration. 

Jennifer Shapiro 

Marchmont Drive, Los Gatos 



From: Carrie Helwick <   
Sent: Saturday, December 04, 2021 8:50 AM 
To: Erin Walters <EWalters@losgatosca.gov> 
Subject: 16529 Marchmont Dr 
 
EXTERNAL SENDER 
Hi Erin,  
 
I am a neighbor of the Cassidy family, and wanted to reach out just to share my support of their 
proposed remodel of their home.  Our family lives on Englewood, just around the corner from 
Marchmont, and we walk and play with our kids around the neighborhood all the time.  I honestly barely 
noticed the story poles at first, given the tree coverage, but in looking at the property and the sign 
showing the proposal, I think it is going to look very respectable and will definitely be in keeping with 
the traditional style of the neighborhood, and Marchmont Dr. in particular. I am in full support, and am 
hopeful they'll be able to proceed with their project, as I believe it will add value for the rest of the 
neighborhood, and will be a beautiful addition that fits in well. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Carrie Helwick  
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